If you’d like to learn
more about legacy
giving or if you’ve
already committed to
a gift, but haven’t told
us, please let us know.
It helps us plan and —
if you agree — lets us
publicly celebrate your
generosity, inspiring
others.

The needed investment
isn’t trivial. But the price
of waiting would be
higher, not just to those
left out, but everyone.
In this moment of peril
and possibility for our
community, our country,
our planet, we can’t
leave anyone’s talents
undiscovered and
undeveloped.

Leave the world
a little more equitable
than you found it.

In our fast-changing, competitive city, where virtually
every family-wage job takes a degree or post-secondary
credential, it’s at the Seattle Colleges — North, South
and Seattle Central — that the majority of our city’s
Black, Brown and lower-income residents make their
start on a solid future.
If you’re someone who believes
that promise and potential bear no
relationship to race or class, you share
our commitment to students having the
best possible experience at our schools.
That means caring, individual attention
from advisors, tutors and mentors. It
means support from scholarships and
grants, so students don’t work so much
that their school progress slows or

stalls. It means faculty and staff who are
talented and embody the rich diversity
of our community, providing students
with relatable examples of academic
and professional achievement. It means
strong academic programs attuned to
community and employer needs. And it
means classrooms and facilities that are
modern, well-equipped and beautiful,
demonstrating respect for our students
and their aspirations.

Doing right by our
students requires resources.
Yet of every philanthropic
dollar contributed to higher
education, only a penny
goes to schools like the
Seattle Colleges.
Fortunately, as more people learn about our
impact and innovation, that’s changing.
Maybe you’re part of that sea change — thank
you! Or maybe you’d like to be — and may
even consider a legacy gift. Supporting
equity in education is a powerful way to lift
the next generation, passing on some of the
blessings you’ve enjoyed. A legacy gift can
take many forms, from a simple bequest, to
a donation of stocks, securities, real estate,
retirement account balances, life insurance,
or a trust.
If you’d like to learn more about legacy
giving, please let us know. We can tell you
about the different approaches people take,
and work with your attorney and financial
advisor to assure you accomplish the goals
you have for your gift.
You can use the enclosed form and
envelope to get in touch, or please contact
Traci Russell, Seattle Colleges Foundation’s
Director of Planned Giving 206/934-5661 or
traci.russell@seattlecolleges.edu.
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